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Abstract

This paper considers the integrated planning of goods transportation through a multi-echelon
supply chain consisting of a nationwide network and regional distribution system. The previ-
ously studied Service Network Design and Routing Problem considered similar planning deci-
sions, albeit with multiple restrictions regarding the transportation of goods that can eliminate
the opportunities for transportation savings. It also does not explicitly model the opportunity
to increase vehicle utilization by having vehicles serve multiple purposes within the supply
chain. We propose a mathematical model of the problem we consider that is inspired by the
operations of an industrial partner. We present an adaptation of the Dynamic Discretization
Discovery algorithm to solve this problem and illustrate its computational effectiveness on in-
stances derived from the operations of a retail distribution network in France. Finally, we
illustrate the potential savings enabled by solving the proposed model.

1 Introduction

In a retail supply chain, goods are often transported from manufacturing centers or warehouses
associated with suppliers to logistics platforms. These platforms in turn serve as supply points
for one or more retail stores. The transportation of goods within a retail supply chain is typically
triggered by periodic orders to replenish inventory levels at retail stores. Different orders for the5

same retail store will often involve the same goods, albeit in different quantities. In many countries,
much of the transportation of goods between different facilities in a supply chain is done by truck.
For example, in France, truck transportation represented a total of 170 billion ton-kilometers in
2019, with 87% of this quantity transported by a for hire or private fleet carrier1.

1Source: Ministère de la Transition Ecologique, France. https://www.statistiques.developpement-
durable.gouv.fr/activite-du-transport-routier-de-marchandises-aux-premier-deuxieme-et-troisieme-trimestres-2020
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In this paper, we focus on supply chains wherein retail store order quantities are small relative10

to vehicle capacity, often just a few pallets. Given the small sizes of orders, instead of transporting
them directly from supplier site to retail store, they are transported through a series of logistics
platforms that act as consolidation centers. We refer to such platforms as hubs. At a hub, goods
are unloaded from an inbound vehicle, consolidated with goods associated with other shipments,
and loaded onto an outbound vehicle. Ultimately, goods are transported to a terminal hub located15

in the same region as the final retail store destination. At that terminal hub, goods are again
unloaded, and then consolidated with goods that can be delivered to retail stores on the same
last-mile delivery route.

Planning activities in such a supply chain configuration can be complex. Order consolidation
creates an interdependence between the transportation plans for different orders. Transshipment20

of goods at hubs requires synchronization between vehicles. As a result, simplifying strategies are
often adopted to avoid dealing with these complexities. To reduce the complexity associated with
managing the interdependence of orders, single sourcing policies can be adopted. One such policy is
that all outbound orders from a supplier are transported to the the same initial hub. Symmetrically,
all orders destined for the same retail store must be delivered from the same terminal hub. A25

disadvantage of such a strategy is that consolidation opportunities may be lost and unnecessary
transfer costs may be induced. For example, when orders from a specific supplier to a specific retail
store are collectively of a sufficient size, transporting them from the supplier site directly to the
retail store may be more economical than to a hub.

To reduce the complexity associated with temporal synchronization, one strategy is to partition30

the day at a hub into a sequence of phases, with the first phase focused on inbound transportation-
related activities, the second consolidation, and the third outbound transportation. An example of
such a strategy at a hub is to first receive goods from regional suppliers until noon. Then, from
noon until four p.m., goods are consolidated according to the terminal hub associated with their
final destination. From four p.m. on, trucks are loaded for dispatch, to arrive at the terminal hub35

early the next morning. Finally, local transport to clients from the terminal hub can take place in
the morning. One advantage of such a strategy is that it decouples inbound and outbound flows,
reducing the need to synchronize activities. One disadvantage is that it can cause goods to wait.
For example, goods that arrive at a hub after noon may need to wait until the subsequent day for
unloading, consolidation, and outbound transportation. Such forced waiting can lead to additional40

operational costs and reduced consolidation.
From an operations research perspective, planning the transportation of goods through a nation-

wide network and regional distribution system is typically decomposed into two levels. Each level of
planning is modeled as an optimization problem and the two solved independently. The first level
focuses on planning transportation between hubs, which is often referred to as long-haul operations,45

and is typically modeled with a variant of the Service Network Design Problem (SNDP) [Crainic,
2000]. Shipments are routed from origin hubs through a network of hubs to terminal hubs that are
the starting point of local delivery routes. Vehicle transportation to support these shipment moves
is also planned by the SNDP. Variants of the SNDP typically presume that vehicle transportation
costs can be computed on a per-move basis. However, when outsourcing transportation to a third50

party provider, there may be pricing schemes in place that lead to economies of scale [Nowak et al.,
2019]. For example, the price per unit of distance the carrier transports goods may depend on the
total distance of the route the carrier executes.

Planning inbound transportation from suppliers to hubs or outbound transportation from a
terminal hub to retail stores, often referred to as short-haul operations, is often modeled with a55
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variant of the Vehicle Routing Problems with Time Windows (VRPTW) [Desaulniers et al., 2014].
A byproduct of this decomposition is that it necessitates partitioning a vehicle fleet into one set
of vehicles that provides long haul transportation and another that provides short haul. Such a
partition can reduce vehicle utilization. Dual use of a vehicle, meaning having it provide both
long and short haul transportation, may increase its utilization. However, there may also be rules60

regarding the structure of such dual use routes.
Emerging professional practices [Medina et al., 2019], partially enabled by advances in hardware

and software technology, have motivated attempts to integrate SNDP and VRPTW models into
the Service Network Design and Routing Problem (SNDRP). The SNDRP considered by [Medina
et al., 2019] primarily focused on synchronizing long haul and short haul activities. It retained65

the presumption that single sourcing policies were in effect. It also did not explicitly model the
dual use of vehicles nor transportation pricing schemes that depend on routes instead of individual
transportation moves. Thus, in this paper we extend the SNDRP proposed by Medina et al. [2019]
in multiple ways. First, we allow for direct deliveries from suppliers to retail stores (also suggested
in hub location by Mahmutoğulları and Kara [2015]). Second, we relax single sourcing policies that70

allocate a supplier to a single hub or a retail store to a single terminal hub. Third, we model the
dual use of vehicles for long and short haul transportation integrating various types of available
vehicles. Fourth, we provide a model for transfer cost and time at hubs which integrates the fact
that a vehicle may unload and/or load goods when visiting a hub. It also integrates the possibility
for a vehicle to drop off part of its load at a hub and then continue on to deliver the rest of its load to75

a customer. Fifth, we model operational considerations associated with outsourced transportation,
including limitations on the number of served stops, maximum detour constraints and carrier rates.
These considerations are inspired by the operations of an industrial partner.

We believe this paper makes the following contributions. First, it proposes a mathematical
model for a new variant of the SNDRP that is more relevant to agile supply chains. This includes80

enhancements in our model to integrate the previously mentioned extensions of the SNDRP. Second,
we adapt the DDD algorithm of Boland et al. [2017a] to solve the proposed variant of the SNDRP.
While DDD was proven to be correct for variants of the SNDP that model vehicle movements on arcs,
the model proposed in this paper models vehicle movements on routes. For this and other reasons,
adapting DDD to this problem necessitates modifying each step of the algorithm. Third, with an85

extensive computational study based on the operations of a retail distribution network in France, we
establish that the DDD-based algorithm computationally outperforms known benchmarks. Finally,
by analyzing high-quality solutions to the proposed mathematical model we provide insights into
the magnitude and sources of savings its solutions enable.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related bibliographical references in service90

network design and its integration with vehicle routing problems. It also briefly introduces the
DDD algorithm and its recent use in optimizing logistics applications. Section 3 presents the
logistics network and the truck routes considered in this paper. The modeling of this logistics
network by a time- and route- expanded graph is discussed in Section 4. Then, a mathematical
model for the SNDRP is introduced in Section 5. Section 6 describes the adaptation of the DDD95

algorithmic framework to the problem at hand and proves its correctness. A computational study
and managerial insights are presented in section 7. Section 8 concludes the papers and proposes
possible extensions and research avenues.
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2 Literature

The optimization problem considered in this paper integrates two levels of transportation optimiza-100

tion that have traditionally been addressed separately. The first involves optimizing the routing
of goods through a distribution network. Such transportation is often referred to as middle-mile
logistics. The second involves optimizing routes responsible for the pick-up of goods from supplier
sites to bring to a hub as well as the routes responsible for the delivery of goods from a hub to
retail stores. Transportation in this second level is often referred to as first-mile (supplier to hub)105

or last-mile (hub to retail store) logistics. As such, we next discuss the relevant literature for each
of these levels. Note that we do not discuss the strategic design aspects of the network related to
hub location or supplier/retail store assignment to hubs in this paper. One reason is that we do
not presume the need for a fixed assignment of hubs to stores. Another reason is that we integrate
temporal aspects to clearly identify consolidation opportunities at a tactical or operational level.110

On hub location, we recommend the surveys of Campbell and O’Kelly [2012] and Contreras and
O’Kelly [2019] and, the recent paper of Yıldız et al. [2021] which integrates routes that serve several
hubs.

Powell and Sheffi [1989] presents one of the earliest examples of optimizing middle-mile logistics
operations in the literature. That paper refers to the routing of goods through a terminal network115

in order to facilitate consolidation and high vehicle utilization as load planning. More generally, this
optimization problem is referred to as the Service Network Design Problem (SNDP) [Crainic, 2000].
While prevalent for truck-based carriers, the SNDP is also relevant to multi-modal transportation
[SteadieSeifi et al., 2014]. As noted by Wolfinger et al. [2018], the problems in this domain are
typically considered in the context of tactical planning. As a result, variants of the SNDP rarely120

design detailed routes for vehicles. Instead, vehicles have often been modeled as resources whose
flows should balance at terminals [Pedersen et al., 2009, Jarrah et al., 2009, Erera et al., 2013a]. More
precise models have modeled vehicle movements with cyclic itineraries [Andersen et al., 2009b,a,
Crainic et al., 2016, 2018, Hewitt et al., 2019] , however they are related to resource management
considerations, they cannot explicitly capture the transfer of one commodity from one vehicle to125

the other and, they do not consider savings (e.g. in transfer cost) related to the dual use of vehicles.
The design of routes, including the schedules of drivers, trailers and tractors for a given load plan is
proposed in Erera et al. [2013b]. The integration of load planning and vehicle routing is studied in
Medina et al. [2019], albeit with severe limits imposed on how goods can flow through the network
and no recognition that the same vehicle could support both long-haul moves and local distribution130

routes. Medina et al. [2019] illustrate that integrating network optimization and vehicle routing
can yield significant savings in transportation costs.

The consolidation of goods associated with different orders for joint transportation within a
network requires synchronizing their transportation both geographically and temporally. This tem-
poral synchronization is typically captured in the Scheduled Service Network Design Problem (SS-135

NDP) by formulating an optimization problem on a time-expanded network. The creation of such
a network necessitates a discretization of time. Boland et al. [2019] observe that while a finer
discretization of time can lead to higher quality solutions, it also yields instances of the SSNDP
that are much harder to solve. To address this issue, Boland et al. [2017a] propose the Dynamic
Discretization Discovery (DDD) algorithmic framework, in which a time expanded network is gen-140

erated dynamically as opposed to statically. This approach is enhanced and extended in Hewitt
[2019] and Marshall et al. [2021] for the SSNDP. Hewitt [2022] adapts DDD to a variant of the
SSNDP wherein a small set of shipments may be selected for late delivery if the savings potential
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is significant. Medina et al. [2019] proposes a DDD-based algorithm as one of the first approaches
to solving the SNDRP while Belieres et al. [2021] proposes a heuristic based on DDD to optimize145

flows through a multi-echelon supply chain serving restaurants. Finally, DDD has been extended
to solve variants of the Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows [Boland et al., 2017b],
including when travel times are time-dependent [Vu et al., 2020].

Regarding first and last-mile logistics, the problem considered in this paper involves designing
routes that should be synchronized in time and space with cross-docking operations at hubs. Hence,150

from the perspective of vehicle routing point, the SNDRP is related to the Vehicle Routing Problem
with Cross-Docking (VRP-CD Lee et al. [2006]). This problem focuses on designing routes for a set
of vehicles, wherein each route can be categorized as either an inbound or outbound route. Inbound
routes start at a cross-dock, visit suppliers to pick-up goods, and then end at the same cross-dock.
Outbound routes start at a cross-dock with a set of goods to deliver, visits each customer with155

goods in that set, and then ends at the same cross-dock. At the cross-dock, collected goods are
transferred from inbound vehicle to outbound vehicles. The problem was first introduced in Lee
et al. [2006] for a situation wherein the time required to transfer goods between vehicles at a cross-
dock was the same for all vehicle and fixed in time. The problem is generalized in Wen et al. [2008],
which introduces free transfer periods and time windows at suppliers and customers. Wen et al.160

[2008] proposes a tabu search to solve instances with up to 200 customers. Morais et al. [2014]
proposes instances with up to 500 customers and an Iterated Local Search procedure for their
solution. Nikolopoulou et al. [2017] and Grangier et al. [2017] propose better-performing solution
methods. In much of the literature on the VRPCD, the number of cross-docks is small, often only
one. Relatedly, Guastaroba et al. [2016] surveys the literature on Vehicle Routing Problems with165

intermediate facilities. They observe that direct shipments are rarely considered in problems with
cross-docking. More generally, the VRPCD can be classified as an integrated routing and scheduling
problem [Paraskevopoulos et al., 2017]. It can also be classified as a VRP with Synchronization
Drexl [2012].

3 Problem Setting170

In this section, we mathematically define the variant of the SNDRP we consider in this paper.
Table 4 in Appendix A summarizes the notation defined in this section.

In the SNDRP, we consider a set of commodities, denoted by K, each representing a certain
quantity of goods available at a supply point at a certain time, and has to be delivered to a demand
point before a deadline. The set of pick-up points is denoted by P. The set of delivery or demand175

points is denoted by D. Associated with each commodity k ∈ K is a pick-up point, ok ∈ P, an
earliest time, ek, when it is available at that pick-up point, a delivery point, dk ∈ D, and a latest
time, lk, at which it must be delivered to the delivery point. Also associated with commodity k is
a quantity of goods, qk, that is quoted in pallets. Particularly, the set of commodities that must
be delivered to point i ∈ D is denoted by Ki. Note that all the goods of one commodity must be180

transported in the same truck, i.e. they can not be split.
Commodities originating from distinct pick-up points can be consolidated at intermediate fa-

cilities that we refer to as hubs. The set of hubs is denoted by H. Hubs can also serve as storage
points for commodities while they are waiting for transshipment to an outbound vehicle. Associated
with hub h ∈ H is a per-pallet transfer cost, ch, and a transfer time, σh, that is independent of185

the number of pallets transferred. The storage and transfer capacities of hubs are assumed to be
unlimited.
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Pick-up point

Delivery point

Hub

P-(P)-H

H-(D)-D

H-H

P-D (direct shipment)

P-H-D

P-H-H

Figure 1: Transportation network of commodities

The physical transportation network is modeled by a directed graph G = (N ,A) with node set
N and directed arc set A. Each node i ∈ N can be a pick-up point, a delivery point, or a hub.
Physical transportation between locations i, j ∈ N is modeled by arc (i, j) ∈ A. Associated with190

arc (i, j) ∈ A is a travel time τij .
The transportation of commodities is outsourced to a set of third-party carriers, each of which

operates their own fleet of vehicles on routes. Carriers accept some flexibility by integrating one
intermediate stop in a route between its origin and its destination but this comes with some limita-
tions and requests. These include constraints on: the maximum distance between visited points, the195

maximum detour generated by an intermediate stop and, the maximum number of driving hours in
a route. Each carrier has its own pricing strategies for pick-ups and deliveries in different regions
of the network. We presume that through negotiations with carriers a set of potential routes, R, in
the physical transportation network is known. Each route r ∈ R visits a sequence of nodes N r ⊂ N
by traversing a sequence of arcs Ar ⊂ A. Routes do not start and end at the same node, different200

from the common setting in the VRP. Each route r ∈ R requires the use of one vehicle of capacity
Qr, at cost cr, which can include a fixed vehicle usage cost, stopover costs at locations visited in
the network, and transportation costs.

Potential routes must observe one pattern from a predefined set. Namely, with P, H and D
denoting pick-up points, hubs and delivery points, the potential patterns are: P-H, P-D, H-D, H-H,205

P-H-D, P-P-H, P-H-H, H-D-D. Note a route cannot start with a delivery point or end at a pick-up
point. As part of the negotiation with carriers, the number of locations visited by a route is limited
to at most three. Relatedly, due to the limitation of storage time at hubs and the high cost of
transfer activities, transfers between hubs are limited to once per route and the maximum number
of hubs visited by a route is limited to two. All routes which are infeasible related to the carrier210

limitations are removed from R.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of the type of physical transportation network we consider in

this paper. The network is composed of pick-up points, delivery points, and hubs. The figure also
illustrates different types of routes we consider for transporting goods through the network. More
precisely, the figure illustrates inbound pick-up routes of the form P-(P)-H that link pick-up points215

to hubs, outbound delivery routes of the form H-(D)-D that link hubs with delivery points, inter-
hub routes of the form H-H that transport products between hubs, and direct shipment routes of
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the form P-D that transport goods directly from their pick-up point to their delivery point. It also
illustrates pick-up and inter-hub routes of the form P-H-H and pick-up-and-delivery routes of the
form P-H-D, both considered as dual use of vehicles. We recall that a hub need not be dedicated220

to certain pick-up or delivery points, so one delivery points can be visited from several hubs as
illustrated in Figure 1.

The Service Network Design and Routing Problem (SNDRP) consists of planning the pick-up
and delivery of each commodity by selecting and scheduling routes and assigning trucks to each
route, such that the total transportation and transfer costs are minimized, while satisfying time and225

capacity related constraints. In the next section we present a network-based model of the SNDRP.

4 Network Models

The aim of this section is to present a network-based model of the SNDRP. To do so, we first
introduce the concept of a route-expanded network which models pre-defined transportation routes
along with commodity transfers at hubs in the physical network. Then, to model the scheduling230

of activities, we introduce the concept of a route-time-expanded network, which is the basis of the
mathematical model presented in Section 5 and the DDD algorithm in Section 6.

The notation introduced in this section is summarized in Appendix A, with Table 5 presenting
notation for the route-expanded network and Table 6 for the route-time-expanded network.

4.1 Modeling motivation235

The route model is motivated mainly by the industrial practice. As mentioned previously, the
transportation of goods is outsourced to third-party carriers, each operating their own fleet of
vehicles. This modeling allows us to aggregate into routes all the information about how goods
are transported by each carrier, including various cost structures, routing duration and operational
constraints. This modeling also enables us to track, at each hub, when transfer activities happen240

and how much they cost.
In this way, our model explicitly considers the route(s) that each commodity travels on from

its origin to its destination, and the timing of the route(s). This is unlike the models we are aware
of in the literature which model the transportation moves a commodity takes and the need for
sufficient vehicle capacity on each move. These models do not explicitly identify the vehicle in245

which a commodity travels. By modeling at this level of detail, our model can exactly capture
when transfers occur, a requirement of the problem we consider which is not accurately captured
by existing models.

4.2 Route-expanded network

The route-expanded network is a representation of the physical network plus additional information250

about routing and transfer activities. It is denoted by GR = (NR,AR). There are three types of
nodes in the node set NR.

1. Route copies, denoted by (i, r), that model the combination of each route r ∈ R and physical
node i ∈ N (pick-up, delivery points or hubs) in route r.

2. Hub nodes, denoted by (h,−1), for each hub h ∈ H that are used to model transfers. The255

value -1 indicates that this node does not belong to any route.
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3. Origin and destination nodes for each commodity k ∈ K, denoted by (ok,−1) and (dk,−1)
that are used to model the routing of commodities. The value -1 indicates that these nodes
do not belong to any route.

The arc set AR in this network consists of three types of arcs.260

1. Routing arcs, denoted by ((i, r), (j, r)), for each route r ∈ R and each arc (i, j) ∈ A traversed
by route r. These arcs model that arc (i, j) is included in route r.

2. Transfer arcs, denoted by ((h, r), (h,−1)) or ((h,−1), (h, r)) for each hub h ∈ H and each
route r ∈ R visiting h. Arc ((h, r), (h,−1)) models goods transferred from route r to hub
h while arc ((h,−1), (h, r)) models goods transferred from the hub to route r. Transfers are265

explained in more detail in Section 4.3.

3. Pick-up and delivery arcs. For each commodity k ∈ K, arcs of the form ((ok,−1), (ok, r))
model the pick-up of commodity k at its origin by route r. Arcs of the form ((dk, r), (dk,−1))
model the delivery of commodity k to its destination by route r.

The routing and transfer activities of commodities can thus be modeled in the route-expanded270

network. Example 1 shows a simple physical network and the corresponding route-expanded net-
work. In the next section, we focus on transfers in the route-expanded network.

Example 1. Figure 2a illustrates a physical network with 1 pick-up point O, 1 delivery point D
and 1 hub H. There are 4 predefined routes. Inbound pick-up or outbound delivery routes O → H
or H → D are solid lines. Pick-up-and-delivery routes such as O → H → D and direct shipment275

O → D are dashed.
The associated route-expanded network (without commodity origin/destination nodes) is shown

in Figure 2b, with corresponding route cost (left) and total travel time (right) for each route. Trans-
fer arcs are dashed lines.

4.3 Modeling transfers with a route-expanded network280

We model transfer cost of commodities at hubs by associating the hub variable cost to the com-
modities that leave the hub. Hence, no cost or duration is associated with commodities entering
a hub. We also presume that the transfer of commodities between vehicles requires a fixed dura-
tion of time. The transfer of commodities is modeled in the route-expanded network with the star
structure defined in Karsten et al. [2015]. Figure 3 illustrates such a structure for hub node h of285

Example 1.
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O

H

D

r1 r2

r2
r3

r4

Routes

r1 : O → H

r2 : O → H → D

r3 : H → D

r4 : O → D

(a) Physical network

(O, r1) (O, r2)(O, r4)

(H,−1)

(H, r1)

(H, r2)

(H, r3)

(D, r2)(D, r3)(D, r4)

cr4 , τOD

cr1 , τOH

cr2 , τOH + τHD + σH

cr3 , τHD + σH

0, 0

cH , 0 0, 0

cH , 0

(b) Route-expanded network

Figure 2: Example with 1 pick-up point, 1 delivery point and 1 hub: node O in the physi-
cal network on the left is passed by routes r1, r2, r4, so in the route-expanded network, nodes
(O, r1), (O, r2) and (O, r4) are created, similarly for nodes H and D. For route r1, routing arc
((O, r1), (H, r1)) is created, similarly for routes r2, r3 and r4. To model the transfer in the hub H,
as explained in Section 4.3, an additional central hub node (H,−1) is created, as well as transfer arcs
((H, r1), (H,−1)), ((H,−1), (H, r2)), ((H, r2), (H,−1)) and ((H,−1), (H, r3)). Transfer cost cH is
associated with arcs leaving the central hub node, ((H,−1), (H, r2)) and ((H,−1, H, r3)). Transfer
duration σH is installed onto routes that leave the hub, in this example, routes r2 and r3.
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(h,−1)

(h, r3)

(h, r2)

(h, r1)

ch, 0

0, 0

ch, 0

0, 0

r3

cr3, τ + σh

r1

r2

cr2, τ + σh

Figure 3: Star structure for modeling transfers

When route r ends at hub h, as r1 does in Figure 3, then there is an arc from node (h, r) in the
route-expanded network to the hub node (h,−1) with cost 0. If h is an intermediate node in route
r, like r2 in Figure 3, then there are bidirectional arcs linking the nodes (h,−1) and (h, r). The
transfer cost, ch, is associated with the outgoing arc ((h,−1), (h, r)) from the hub node (h,−1). If290

route r starts at hub h, like in r3 in Figure 3, then there is an arc from the hub node (h,−1) to the
node (h, r) with cost ch.

Regarding the time required for transferring commodities, all arcs linking the hub node (h,−1)
and route nodes (h, r) have duration 0. The transfer duration is included in the travel duration of
the arc associated with the route movement to the next location. Namely, arc ((h, r), (j, r)) has295

travel time τhj + σh, where node j is the first location visited in route r after hub h. We note that
by construction this route-expanded network guarantees that the transfer of commodities does not
happen at pick-up and delivery points.

4.4 Route-Time-Expanded Network

In this section, we discuss the network model, which we refer to as a route-time-expanded network,300

used to represent the temporal aspect of the problem we consider. We note that one assumption
of the problem we consider is that there is no en-route waiting time. This assumption is based
on the operations of the industrial partner that inspired this research. A consequence of this
assumption is that once the start time of a route is determined the visit time at each node in that
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route is determined. The choice of start time, and subsequent node visit times, is modeled with305

a route-time-expanded network, GR,T = (NR,T ,AR,T ), that is based on copying each node in the
route-expanded network at different instants in time. The network GR,T is based on the set of time
points T =

⋃
(i,r)∈NR

T(i,r), wherein each set T(i,r) consists of time points during which route r can

visit node i.
The node set NR,T of the route-time-expanded network GR,T = (NR,T ,AR,T ) consists of the310

sets of nodes NOD, NΩ and NH, which we next define.

1. Nodes in the set NOD represent times at which commodities can be picked up or delivered.
Specifically, ∀k ∈ K, NOD contains the nodes (ok,−1, ek) and (dk,−1, lk).

2. Nodes in the set NΩ represent times at which routes visit physical locations. Specifically, the
set NΩ contains nodes of the form (i, r, t) with route r ∈ R, physical location i ∈ N r, and315

an instant of time t ∈ T(i,r). We refer to these nodes as timed route copies in the route-time-
expanded network.

3. Nodes in the set NH model activities at hubs at different times. Specifically, the set NH
contains nodes of the form (h,−1, t) with h ∈ H and t ∈ T . These nodes are called central
hub nodes in the route-time-expanded network.320

Each node in set NR,T can thus be denoted by a triplet (i, r, t) with r ∈ R∪{−1}, i ∈ N r ∪H and
t ∈ T(i,r). Regarding the duration of activities, recall that τij is the travel duration of physical arc
(i, j), while σh represents the transfer duration at hub h ∈ H. Given these quantities the duration,
τ̂ij , is computed as follows:

τ̂ij =

{
τij if i is not a hub

τij + σi otherwise
(1)

The arc set AR,T of the route-time-expanded network GR,T = (NR,T ,AR,T ) consists of the sets325

of arcs Ap,Af ,Al,Ah, which we next define.

1. Arcs in the set Ap represent transportation. Specifically, the set Ap contains arcs of the form
((i, r, ti), (j, r, ti+ τ̂ij)) presuming that route r ∈ R visits nodes i ∈ N and j ∈ N . As en-route
waiting is not allowed, if route r departs on arc (i, j) at node ti then it must arrive at node j
at time ti + τ̂ij .330

2. Arcs in the set Af represent transferring commodities from a route to a hub or vice-versa.
Specifically, the setAf contains arcs of the form ((h, r, t), (h,−1, t′)) or ((h,−1, t), (h, r, t′)), t ∈
T(h,r), with t ≤ t′, presuming route r ∈ R visits hub h ∈ H.

3. Arcs in the set Al are linking arcs representing a route picking up or delivering a commod-
ity. Specifically, the set Al contains arcs of the form ((ok,−1, ek), (ok, r, t)), t ∈ [ek, lk] or335

((dk, r
′, t′), (dk,−1, lk)), t′ ∈ [ek, lk] for each commodity k ∈ K.

4. Arcs in the set Ah represent holding commodities being held at a hub. Specifically, the set Ah
contains arcs of the form ((h,−1, thm), (h,−1, thm+1)) with h ∈ H and thm, t

h
m+1 two consecutive

time points modeled for hub h.
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For each physical route r ∈ R, we let Ω(r) denote the set of its timed copies. Each timed route340

copy ω ∈ Ω(r) is defined by route r and starting time t. Also associated with ω is the binary
parameter aωt1t2i1i2

, which equals 1 if ω goes from node i1 ∈ N r at time t1 to node i2 ∈ N r at time t2.
Let Ω =

⋃
r∈R

Ω(r) be the set of all timed route copies. We define a complete route-time-expanded

network as follows.

Definition 1. A complete route-time-expanded network GCR,T , is a route-time-expanded network345

based upon a route set Ω that contains all timed routes that start and end within a pre-defined
planning horizon.

Example 2. Figure 4 illustrates an example of the route-time-expanded network of the physical
network as in Figure 2a with two commodities. Suppose that the duration τOH = 1, τHD = 1,
τOD = 2 and σH = 1. Also suppose that commodity 1 is available for pick-up at its origin, O, at350

time 0 and is due for delivery at its destination, D, at time 5. Commodity 2 is also available for
pick-up at O, albeit at time 1 and is to be delivered to D at time 4. Figure 4 illustrates all nodes in
set NR,T , but only a subset of arcs in the set AR,T .

5 Mathematical Model for the continuous time SNDRP

In this section, we present a mathematical model of the problem we consider that is formulated on355

a route-time-expanded network. Regarding decision variables, for each arc ((i1, r1, t1), (i2, r2, t2)) ∈
AR,T and each commodity k ∈ K, we let the binary variable xk(i1,r1,t1),(i2,r2,t2) indicate whether

commodity k travels on arc ((i1, r1, t1), (i2, r2, t2)). For each timed copy ω ∈ Ω(r) of route r ∈ R,
we let the integer variable zω indicate the number of vehicles that travel on the route timed copy ω
in the solution. The mathematical model is as follows.360

min z =
∑
r∈R

∑
ω∈Ωr

crzω

+
∑
k∈K

∑
h∈H

∑
((h,−1,t),(h,r,t′))∈Af

ch qk x
k
(h,−1,t),(h,r,t′)

subject to ∑
((ok,−1,ek),(ok,r,t))∈Al

xk(ok,−1,ek),(ok,r,t)
= 1 ∀k ∈ K (2)

∑
((dk,r,t),(dk,−1,lk))∈Al

xk(dk,r,t),(dk,−1,lk) = 1 ∀k ∈ K (3)

∑
((i1,r1,t1),(i2,r2,t2))∈AR,T

xk(i1,r1,t1),(i2,r2,t2) =
∑

((i2,r2,t2),(i1,r1,t1))∈AR,T

xk(i2,r2,t2),(i1,r1,t1)

∀k ∈ K,∀(i1, r1, t1) ∈ NΩ (4)

xk((h,r,t),(h,−1,t′))∈Af
≤

∑
((i,r,t−τ̂ih),(h,r,t))∈Ap

xk((i,r,t−τ̂ih),(h,r,t))
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(O,−1)

(O, r1)

(O, r2)

(O, r4)

(H,−1)

(H, r1)

(H, r2)

(H, r3)

(D, r2)

(D, r3)

(D, r4)

(D,−1)

Figure 4: Example of a route-time-expanded network of the physical network in Figure 2a with two
commodities
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∀k ∈ K,∀h ∈ H,∀((h, r, t), (h,−1, t′)) ∈ Af (5)

xk((h,−1,t′),(h,r,t))∈Af
≤

∑
((h,r,t),(i,r,t+τ̂hi))∈Ap

xk((h,r,t),(i,r,t+τ̂hi))

∀k ∈ K,∀h ∈ H,∀((h,−1, t′), (h, r, t)) ∈ Af (6)

∑
k∈K

qkx
k
(i1,r,t1),(i2,r,t2) ≤ Qraωt1t2i1i2

zω ∀r ∈ R, ∀ω ∈ Ω(r), ∀((i1, r, t1), (i2, r, t2)) ∈ Ap (7)

xk(i1,r1,t1),(i2,r2,t2) ∈ {0, 1} ∀((i1, r1, t1), (i2, r2, t2)) ∈ AR,T ,∀k ∈ K, (8)

zω ∈ N ∀r ∈ R, ∀ω ∈ Ω(r) (9)

The objective function consists of two terms. The first term is the sum of fixed route costs while
the second corresponds to the sum of variable transfer costs for all commodities and all hubs.
Constraints (2) and (3) ensure that each commodity is picked up and delivered. Constraints (4) are
flow conservation constraints for commodities. Constraints (5) ensure that if there is a commodity
enters a hub node, then there is at least one physical route going into that same hub. Constraints (6)365

are symmetric, albeit for a commodity departing a hub node. Constraints (7) are the capacity
constraints on transportation arcs. The variables and their domains are defined by Constraints (8)–
(9).

We define the Continuous Time Service Network Design and Routing Problem (CTSNDRP) as
follows.370

Definition 2. The Continuous Time Service Network Design and Routing Problem (CTSNDRP)
is the mathematical model presented above formulated on a complete route-time-expanded network
GR,T .

6 The CTSNDRP Dynamic Discretization Discovery Algo-
rithm375

In this section, we adapt the Dynamic Discretization Discovery (DDD) algorithmic framework
of Boland et al. [2017a] to solve the CTSNDRP and name it DDD for CTSNDRP. We prove that
by applying DDD properly, the CTSNDRP can be solved exactly.

The idea of the DDD algorithm is to solve the continuous time problem on a smaller partially
defined network first, under the proof that the solution on the partial network is a relaxation of the380

original problem. Then the partial network is completed gradually by some refinement procedure,
so that the solution on the partial network can be converged to the optimal solution of the original
problem defined on the complete network.

Compared to the DDD algorithm, our algorithm operates on a partial route-time-expanded
network, which is different from time-expanded network in Boland et al. [2017a]. In this network,385

only some of the transfer arcs and linking arcs have a travel or transfer duration that may be shorter
than the real duration or even be negative. More precisely, we suppose that:

• travel times of transportation arcs are fixed to their exact duration;

• transfer arcs from a timed route copy of a hub node to the associated central hub node have
0 duration;390
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• transfer arcs from a central hub node to a timed route copy of a hub node can have a shorter
duration;

• linking arcs from a timed origin node to a timed route copy of the same origin can have a
shorter duration;

• linking arcs from a timed route copy of a delivery node to the associated timed destination395

node can only have positive or zero duration, because delivery can never be later than the
latest delivery time.

Under these assumptions, we define the partial route-time-expanded network and the Service
Network Design and Routing (SNDR) problem on this network.

Definition 3. A partial route-time-expanded network G′R,T ′ = (A′R,T ′ ,N ′R,T ′) is a route-time-400

expanded network defined with a subset of timed routes Ω′ ⊂ Ω, where time points T ′ contains only
a subset of the time points in T in the complete network.

In the following, notations for the partial network are the same as for the complete network
with an apostrophe (′). The mathematical model defined on a partially expanded network G′R,T ′ is
the same as defined in Section 5 and is denoted by SNDR(G′R,T ′).405

6.1 Properties

In this section, we prove that the solution of SNDR(G′R,T ′) is a relaxation of CTSNDRP under the
following properties of the partial route-time expanded network G′R,T ′ .

Property 1. For each route r ∈ R, if, according to all commodity available and due times as well
as the travel duration on the route, its earliest starting time to carry any commodity is ar, then410

there exists a timed copy of r ∈ Ω′(r) that starts at time ar.

Indeed, we can compute the earliest and latest starting time akr and bkr of each route r for
carrying each commodity k according to the commodity available and due times ek and lk and the
travel duration on the route. In this way, we can set up a compatible list of routes for carrying
each commodity based on travel times. This is implemented as a pre-processing procedure to and415

will be explained in detail in Section 6.2.1.

Property 2. For each commodity k ∈ K, if route r ∈ R visits its origin ok at time t at the
latest, then as long as the commodity available time ek ≤ t, for any timed copy of ω ∈ Ω′(r) that
passes ok at a time to ≤ t, there is a linking arc ((ok,−1, ek), (ok, r, to)). If route r ∈ R visits its
destination dk at time td ≤ lk, then there is a linking arc ((dk, r, td), (dk,−1, lk)).420

Property 3. Every route r ∈ R has at least a timed copy in the time expanded network.

If a route does not have a timed copy in the time expanded network, this route cannot carry any
commodity according to Property 1 and Property 2. Then the route is not useful for transportation
and should be eliminated from the set of routes R.

Property 4. For each hub h ∈ H visited by route r ∈ R, if there exists a transfer arc ((h, r), (h,−1))425

in the route-expanded network, then every timed copy (h, r, t) ∈ N ′R,T ′ is linked to node (h,−1, t) ∈
N ′R,T ′ by arc ((h, r, t), (h,−1, t)) ∈ A′f .
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This property states that every incoming timed route copy visiting a hub is linked to a central
hub node at exactly the same time when the hub is visited by this route.

Property 5. For each hub h ∈ H, if there exists a transfer arc ((h,−1), (h, r)) in the route-expanded430

network and a central hub node at time t, and if the latest time of route r to visit hub h to serve
any commodity is not earlier than t, then there exists an arc ((h,−1, t), (h, r, t′)) ∈ A′f with t′ ≤ t.

This property allows early outgoing of a hub by a timed route copy before the actual visiting
time t under the condition that the hub is visited before the latest visiting time of that route.

Property 6. If arc ((h,−1, t), (h, r, t′)) ∈ A′f , then there does not exist a node (h, r, t′′) ∈ N ′R,T ′435

with t′ < t′′ ≤ t.
This property states that for a fixed route, the outgoing arc of a central hub copy can only be

linked to the latest timed route copy that is earlier than the actual transfer time.

Property 7. For each hub h ∈ H, if it is visited by a sequence of time points {t1, t2, . . . , tn}, then
there is a holding arc ((h,−1, ti), (h,−1, ti+1)) between every two consecutive time points ti and440

ti+1.

Given a partially route-time-expanded network satisfying the above properties, we prove the
following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let G′R,T ′ be a partially route-time-expanded network that satisfies Properties 1–7.
Then the SNDR(G′R,T ′) is a relaxation of the CTSNDRP.445

Proof. Taking an optimal solution to the CTSNDRP, we demonstrate that it can be converted to a
solution to SNDR(G′R,T ′) defined on a partially route-time expanded network G′R,T ′ with a cost not
larger than that of the continuous time solution. In the following, let S∗ = (x∗, z∗) be an optimal
solution to the CTSNDRP and let S = (x, z) be the converted solution to the SNDR(G′R,T ′).

For this, we need to first prove that after conversion, (1) the same set of physical routes is used450

for the transportation of each commodity and, (2) for each timed route copy used in the continuous
time solution S∗, consolidations of commodities stay the same in the converted solution S.

Taking an optimal solution S∗ = (x∗, z∗) to the CTSNDRP defined on the complete route-time-
expanded network GR,T , let us introduce the following sets. The set of timed route copies used in
S∗ is defined by Ω∗ = {ω ∈ Ω|z∗ω > 0}. The set of timed route copies used for the transportation
of commodity k ∈ K is Ω∗k = {ω ∈ Ω|z∗ω > 0, k ∈ Kω}. The set of commodities transported on each
timed copy ω ∈ Ω(r) of route r is defined by

Kω = {k ∈ K|∃((i1, r, t1), (i2, r, t2)) ∈ Aωp , x∗k(i1,r,t1),(i2,rt2) = 1}.
For each commodity k ∈ K, its path in the completely expanded network forms the set

A∗k = {((i1, r1, t1), (i2, r2, t2)) ∈ AΩ|x∗k(i1,r1,t1),(i2,r2,t2) = 1}.
First, let us prove that each timed route copy in Ω∗ in the completely expanded network can

be mapped to one timed copy of the same route in the partially expanded network.
Take a timed route copy ω ∈ Ω∗, suppose ω is a timed copy of route r ∈ R. According to455

Property 3, r has at least a timed copy in the partially expanded network. According to Property 1,
there exist timed copies of r starting no later than ω. Take the latest one ω′ that starts no later
than ω, and set zω = z∗ω′ in solution S. In the following, ω′ is called the shifted timed route copy of
ω in the partially expanded network.

Now, for each commodity k ∈ K, let us prove that it can be carried by the same set of routes in460

the partially expanded network. For this, we distinguish two cases:
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Figure 5: Case 2: |Ωk| ≥ 2

Case 1: |Ω∗k| = 1. In this case, k is transported by only 1 route, noted r with timed copy ωk
i.e. there is no transfer in the transportation of commodity k. Take the shifted timed route copy
ω′k of ωk in the partially expanded network. Since ω′k starts no later than ωk, we are sure that
commodity k can be delivered in time by using ω′k. According to property 2, ω′k is linked to both465

origin and destination timed copies of k. So it is valid to use ω′k for the delivery of commodity k in
the solution S of SNDR(G′R,T ′).

Case 2: |Ωk| ≥ 2. In this case, k is transported by at least two routes and there must be at least
one transfer in the path of commodity k. Let us prove the case with one transfer in the path of k
and proceed other cases by induction.470

Suppose that the transfer takes place at hub h. It is visited at time t1 and t2 (t1 ≤ t2) by two
different timed copies ω1

k and ω2
k of routes r1 and r2, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Let ω′
1
k, ω

′2
k ∈ Ω′(r) the corresponding shifted timed copies in the partial network, which visit
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hub h at time t′1 and t′2, respectively. Since r1 does not start with h and r2 does not end with h, ac-
cording to the definition of star transfer structure in Section 4.3 and Properties 4–5, nodes (h,−1, t′1)475

and (h,−1, t′′2) with t′2 ≤ t′′2 , as well as transfer arcs ((h, r1, t
′
1), (h,−1, t′1)) and ((h,−1, t′′2), (h, r2, t

′
2))

exist in the partially expanded network.
If t′1 ≤ t′′2 , since waiting at hub h is always allowed according to Property 7, node (h,−1, t′1)

is connected to node (h,−1, t′′2) via waiting arcs. Otherwise (t′1 > t′′2), we have t′2 ≤ t′′2 < t′1 ≤
t1 ≤ t2. Let us prove that arc ((h,−1, t′1), (h, r2, t

′
2)) exists. By Property 5, there exists an arc480

((h,−1, t′1), (h, r2, t
′)) with t′ ≤ t′1 ≤ t1 < t2. By Property 6, t′ ≥ t′2. Since ω′

2
k is the latest timed

copy of route r2 not later than ω2
k in the partially expanded network, t′ ≤ t′2. So t′ = t′2, arc

((h,−1, t′1), (h, r2, t
′
2)) exists in the partially expanded network.

The same commodity path can thus be kept using the same but shifted set of routes in the
converted solution S.485

The case with more than one transfers can be easily proved by induction.
Suppose that the same set of physical routes is used to carry commodity k and there are n− 1

transfers in the path of k in the continuous time solution. For i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}, hi is the hub
where the i-th transfer takes place, ti is the time that h is visited by route ri with timed copy ωik490

(t1 ≤ t2 ≤ . . . ≤ tn−1), and ω′i the shifted timed route copy with t′i the shifted visiting time. Given
a commodity path with n transfers, suppose that the n-th transfer takes place at hub hn, which is
visited by route rn at time tn with timed copy ωnk . Let ω′

n
k the shifted timed route copy which visit

hn at time t′n. Compare t′n with t′n−1 and proceed in the same way as in the case with one transfer.
495

Second, let us prove that each timed copy can keep the same set of commodities in the converted
solution S.

For each timed route copy ω ∈ Ω(r) of r ∈ R, after the conversion, each k ∈ Kω is carried by
shifted timed route copy ω′ ∈ Ω′(r) starting not later than ω. According to the rule for setting
z, the number of timed route copies used in S cannot be more than in S∗. Thus, it exists a500

feasible solution where all k ∈ Kω is carried by shifted timed copy ω′ ∈ G′R,T ′ of ω. And the same
consolidation can be kept in solution S. So there exists a feasible solution in the partially expanded
network with a cost not higher than S∗. As a result, the optimal solution in the partially expanded
network has a cost not larger than that of the solution in the complete network.

In conclusion, the SNDR(G′R,T ′) defined on a partially expanded network G′R,T ′ satisfying prop-505

erties 1–7 is a relaxation of the CTSNDRP.

6.2 Algorithm

The DDD algorithm can thus be adapted for solving the CTSNDRP. The general scheme of the
algorithm is presented by Algorithm 2. Example 3 in Section 6.3 presents how the algorithm works.

First, the earliest and latest starting time of each route for serving each commodity is obtained510

by pre-processing the network with respect to commodity available and due times as well as travel
duration on each route. Then, an initial partial route-time-expanded network G′R,T ′ that satisfies
properties 1–7 is created (Algorithm 3).

Then, SNDR(G′R,T ′) is solved under a time limit T . Its solution S is passed to a MIP presented
in Section 6.2.3, which reschedules the timed route copies and checks whether any new timed route515

copies need to be added to the partially expanded network G′R,T ′ . The MIP gives us a set of timed
route copies Ω∆ that are to be added in the partially expanded network G′R,T ′ . Meanwhile, a linear
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programming (LP) model presented in Section 6.2.4 is solved to convert S to a feasible solution S
of the CTSNDRP.

By adding these missing timed route copies to Ω′ and by restoring all properties in the partially520

expanded network, G′R,T ′ is updated. Then, a new instance of the SNDR(G′R,T ′) is created and
the algorithm iterates until the stop condition is reached. This stop condition is either the optimal
solution of the CTSNDRP or the attainment of a global time limit.

Different components of the algorithm are explained in detail in this section.

Algorithm 2 DDD for CTSNDRP

Require: Physical network G = {N ,A}, route set R, commodity set K
1: Preprocessing
2: Create a partially route-time expanded network G′R,T ′ (Create-initial)
3: while stop condition not attained do
4: solve SNDR(G′R,T ′) under a time limit T
5: get solution S of the SNDR(G′R,T ′)

6: solve converting LP to get an upper bound S of the CTSNDRP
7: solve rescheduling MIP and get set Ω∆ of the timed route copies to be added to G′R,T ′

8: if Ω∆ is empty then
9: if optimality gap is smaller than a certain criteria then

10: solved, output the converted solution
11: else
12: increase time limit T
13: end if
14: else
15: set Ω′ ← Ω∆ ∪ Ω′

16: for ω = (r, t) ∈ Ω∆ do
17: Refine(r, t) and save the timed route copies of hubs if there exist any
18: end for
19: Refine transfer to timed route copies of hubs
20: Restore network G′R,T ′ so that properties 2–6 are satisfied
21: end if
22: end while

6.2.1 Preprocessing525

Preprocessing computes the departure time window of each route in relation to the earliest available
and latest delivery time of each commodity.

To compute the earliest departure time of each route, we implement a Dijkstra algorithm on the
route-expanded network. For each commodity k, starting by setting the visit time to its origin node
to the earliest available time ek, we update the arrival time of k to each hub node reachable from530

ok by adding the travel duration and keep the earliest time. We repeat the process until all the
routes reaching the destination node dk have been tested. Then we obtain the earliest departure
time akr of each route r which can be used to serve k in the network. The earliest departure time
of each route r is then the earliest among all commodities ar = mink∈K a

k
r , which is the earliest

departure time that a route can be used to serve any commodities in the network.535

The latest departure time of each route can be obtained in a similar way. For each commodity
k, instead of starting from ok at time ek, we start from its destination node dk at the due time lk
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and go backward. We update the arrival time of each hub node leading to dk by subtracting the
travel duration and keep the latest time and proceed in the similar way as calculating the earliest
departure time. The latest departure time of each route br = maxk∈K b

k
r is the latest time that a540

route can depart to serve any commodities in the network.
Then, in initialization, routes that start at their earliest departure time are added to the partial

network. In this way, the initial route-time-expanded network contains more feasible timed copies,
which results in fewer timed copies added in future iterations and better initial bounds. The latest
departure times are later used in refine and restore to make sure that we don’t introduce any545

infeasible connections between routes in the partially expanded network.

6.2.2 Initialization

The initial route-time-expanded network contains the origin and destination nodes of each com-
modity, the earliest timed copy of each physical route and the corresponding central hub nodes with
holding, linking and transfer arcs, so that properties 1–7 are satisfied.

Algorithm 3 Create-initial

Require: Route set R
add origin/destination nodes into NR,T ′
for all r ∈ R do

add one timed copy that starts at the earliest starting time
add linking arcs if needed
add central hub node if needed

end for
add holding and transfer arcs

550

6.2.3 Identification of missing timed route copies

In each iteration, after solving SNDR(G′R,T ′) on partially expanded network G′R,T ′ , solution S is
passed to a MIP to detect missing timed copies. In this MIP, the path of each commodity, the
set of used timed route copies and the plan of consolidations are obtained from solution S and are
fixed as parameters. The variables represent violations of any time constraints. The objective is to555

minimize the total number of arcs that are allowed to be too short.
Let Πk = {n0, n1, n2, . . . , n|Πk|} the path of each commodity k ∈ K in solution S omitting

central hub nodes, with n0 = (ok,−1, ek), n|Πk| = (dk,−1, lk) and each node np with index p ∈
{1, 2, . . . , |Πk| − 1} is a route node. From the path Πk of each commodity k, one can obtain the
earliest and latest departure time ekp and lkp of each node np in this path. The earliest visit time of
each node np in the path of commodity k is calculated by

∀p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |Πk| − 1}, ekp = ek +

m=p∑
m=1

τ̂nm−1nm
.

The latest time of each node np in the path of commodity k is calculated by

∀p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |Πk| − 1}, lkp = lk −
m=p∑
m=1

τ̂n|Πk|−m−1n|Πk|−m
.
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For each timed route copy ω ∈ Ω′ used in solution S, let sω be its start time. The set of
commodities transported by ω is denoted by Kω. For each hub h ∈ H, let N ′Ω′,h be the node set of
its timed route copies. Since no en-route waiting is allowed, parameter unr represents the cumulative
travel duration on route r from the start node of r to the node n.560

Since the travel time inside each route and the commodity due times are always respected by
construction, the only possible violations of time constraints occur on either the pick-up or the
transfer of each commodity k.

Let variables ε indicate time constraint violations of solution S applied to CTSNDRP. For each
commodity k ∈ K and for each pick-up arc (n0, n1) with n0 = (ok,−1, ek) and n1 = (ok, r, t),565

binary variable εk0,1 equals 1 if the pick-up is planned earlier than the earliest available time ek of
commodity k. For each commodity k ∈ K, if two consecutive nodes np and np+1 in its path Πk

correspond to timed route copies of a hub h in two different routes (i.e. np = (h, r1, t1) ∈ N ′Ω′,h
and np+1 = (h, r2, t2) ∈ N ′Ω′,h with r1 6= r2), binary variable εkp,p+1 equals 1 if the transfer is
allowed to be shorter than the real transfer duration at hub h. To make the model simpler, for570

each commodity k ∈ K, for each index p ∈ {1, . . . , |Πk|}, intermediate continuous variable δkp is for
departure time at node np ∈ N ′Ω′ in commodity path Πk.

The objective (10) is to minimize the total number of violated time constraints. If the objective
value is not zero, non-zero ε values indicate timed route copies that need to be rescheduled in the
partially expanded network. The second term of the objective (10) is weighted by the value p to575

detect violations near the start of a commodity path first.

min
∑
k∈K

εk0,1 +
∑
k∈K

∑
p∈{1,2,...,|Πk|−2}

∃h∈H,np,np+1∈N ′Ω′,h

pεkp,p+1 (10)

δk1 ≥ ek(1− εk0,1) ∀k ∈ K (11)

lk ≥ δk|Πk|−1 ∀k ∈ K (12)

δkp+1 − δkp + (t1 − t2)εkp,p+1 ≥ 0,

∀k ∈ K,∀p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |Πk| − 2}, np = (h, r1, t1), np+1 = (h, r2, t2) ∈ N ′Ω′,h
(13)

δkp = sω + uir, ∀r ∈ R,∀ω ∈ Ω′(r),∀k ∈ Kω,∀np = (i, r, t) ∈ Πk (14)

δkp ≥ 0 ∀p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |Πk| − 1},∀k ∈ K (15)

εkp,p+1 ∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ K,∀p ∈ {0, 1, . . . , |Πk| − 1}(np, np+1) ∈ A′l ∪ A′f (16)

Constraints (11) and (12) are for the earliest available and latest due time of each commodity.
Constraints (13) are for the transfer duration on the path of each commodity. Constraints (14) set
the departure time of each node. Constraints (15) and (16) define the variable domains.

From the non-zero ε values in the solution of the MIP model, missing timed route copies are580

identified by a route r with a new starting time t. Route r is identified from node np+1 of a non-
zero εkp,p+1 of commodity k. If np+1 is an origin node, the new starting time is set to be the earliest
starting time of the route visiting np to serve k. If np and np+1 are hubs, the new starting time of
the route r visiting np+1 is set to visit np+1 at time δkp or the latest starting time of the route r to

serve k. If a timed route copy in solution S is scheduled before its earliest visit time given by ekp,585

then a new copy is added to visit np at ekp.
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6.2.4 Conversion to a solution to CTSNDRP

From a solution S to SNDR(G′R,T ′), a feasible solution S to CTSNDR can be obtained by solving
an LP. The LP fixes commodity paths using the same physical routes as in the solution S, while
making variable the starting time of each route and the consolidation plan.590

The same notations are used for the commodity paths as in Section 6.2.3. There are three sets of
variables. For each commodity k ∈ K, for each p ∈ {1, . . . , |Πk|}, continuous variable δkp represents
the departure time at node np ∈ N ′Ω′ in the commodity path Πk. For each commodity k ∈ K, for
each timed copy ω ∈ Ω(r)k of route r used by k, continuous variable skω is for the starting time of
copy ω when used to transport commodity k. For each timed route copy ω ∈ Ω′ shared by at least595

two commodities, for each pair of commodities k1, k2 ∈ Kω, continuous variable εk1,k2
ω indicates the

difference of start times of ω when carrying k1 and k2.
The objective (17) is to minimize the total difference of starting times of timed route copies

when used by different commodities, so that the consolidation plan given by solution S can be kept
as much as possible.600

min
∑
ω∈Ω

∑
k1,k2∈Kω

εk1,k2
ω (17)

δk1 ≥ ek ∀k ∈ K (18)

lk ≥ δk|Πk|−1 ∀k ∈ K (19)

δkp+1 − δkp ≥ 0 ∀k ∈ K,∀p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |Πk| − 2} np, np+1 ∈ N ′ω′,h (20)

δkp = skω + uir ∀r ∈ R,∀ω ∈ Ω(r),∀k ∈ Kω,∀np = (i, r, t) ∈ Πk (21)

sk1
ω − sk2

ω ≤ εk1,k2
ω ∀ω ∈ Ω,∀k1, k2 ∈ Kω (22)

sk2
ω − sk1

ω ≤ εk1,k2
ω ∀ω ∈ Ω,∀k1, k2 ∈ Kω (23)

δkn ≥ 0 ∀k ∈ K,∀n ∈ Πk (24)

εk1k2
ω ≥ 0 ∀k1, k2 ∈ Kω, k1 < k2,∀ω ∈ Ω (25)

skω ≥ 0 ∀k ∈ K,∀ω ∈ Ωk (26)

Constraints (18) and (19) are for the earliest available and latest due time of each commodity.
Constraints (20) make sure that transfer duration is respected. Constraints (21) ensure that travel
duration is respected. Constraints (22) and (23) computes the difference of start times of the same
timed copy when used by different commodities. Constraints (24)–(26) are variable domains.

If a solution with zero objective is found by the LP, then solution S on the partial network can605

be converted to one on the complete network with the same route starting times and consolidation
plans. In this case, if the solution S is optimal for SNDR(G′R,T ′), then an optimal solution for
CTSNDRP is found.

If a solution with strictly positive objective is found by the LP, then some of the consolidations
in solution S need to be separated, introducing higher costs. An upper bound to CTSNDRP is610

obtained in this case.

6.2.5 Refine and restore

The algorithm for refining and restoring the partially expanded network is similar to the algorithm
proposed by Boland et al. [2017a]. The difference is that routes are manipulated instead of arcs.
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In particular, attention needs to be paid when adding transfer arcs so that timed route copies can615

only be linked to central hub nodes that are visited no later than the latest starting time of the
route. This is to make sure that no late delivery is introduced.

The partially expanded network is refined by adding new timed route copies discovered by the
MIP defined in 6.2.3 and linking them to the existing network. This includes

• adding new timed route copies and central hub nodes according to Property 4;620

• adding linking arcs for origin and destination nodes to maintain Property 2;

• replacing holding arcs by new ones if new central hub nodes are added so that Property 7 is
maintained;

• link new central hub to existing timed route copies to keep Property 5.

After the refinement of the partially-expanded network, for each new timed route copies added,625

unnecessary transfers and linking arcs are removed so that Property 6 is kept.

6.3 Example

The following example illustrates how the adapted DDD algorithm works for solving the CTSNDRP
on a very simple network. In this example, the solution on the initial network is a relaxation of the
final one, by allowing the two commodities to be consolidated on an early copy of route r1. The630

algorithm discovers and removes links to these copies that are too early and add new ones that
are needed, to gradually converge to the optimal solution of the problem defined on the complete
network.

Example 3. Consider a network with three points, an origin node O, a destination node D and
a hub H. Inbound route r1 goes from O to H, and outbound route r2 goes from H to D. Two635

commodities k1 and k2 both originate from O and to be delivered to D. k1 is available at time 1
and due at time 6. k2 is available at time 0 and due at time 3.

Figure 6a to 6e show one iteration of the algorithm. The network is initialized with route
r1 starting at time 0, and r2 starting at time 1 as in Figure 6a. After solving the SNDR on this
partially expanded network, the two commodity travels together on the only copies of route r1 and r2.640

The algorithm discovers that the arc linking the origin node of k1 (O,−1, 1) and the time route copy
(O, r1, 0) is too short (Figure 6b). It proposes to add a copy of r1 at time 1. The new timed copy,
together with the corresponding linking, transfer and holding arcs are then added to the network as
in Figures 6c and 6d. The network is restored so that all the properties of the partially expanded
network are maintained (Figure 6e).645

The process is repeated until the optimal solution is found (Figure 6f). The final network ex-
panded is shown in Figure 7, in which the two commodities travel separately.

7 Computational Results

In this section, we computationally study two issues. The first is the performance of the pro-
posed DDD-based algorithm. The second is the savings potential associated with different routing650

strategies considered by the CTSNDRP (e.g. direct delivery from supplier to retail store). All
experiments were conducted with instances generated based on historical data from our industrial
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(D,−1)

(a) Initialization
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(O,−1)

(O, r1)

(H, r1)

(H,−1)

(H, r2)

(D, r2)

(D,−1)

too short, add timed copy of r1

(b) Solve SNDR model, check if the solution can be converted. if yes, solved;
otherwise, detect arcs that are too short

Figure 6: Example of DDD for CTSNDRP (Initialization and Discretization Discovery)
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(c) Refine the network, add new timed copies of routes
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(d) Refine the network, add other arcs

Figure 6: Example of DDD for CTSNDRP (Refine)
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(e) Restore the network, remove arcs that are no longer valid
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too short, add timed copy of r2

(f) If not solved, repeat 2–4: solve SNDR on the new partially expanded network

Figure 6: Example of DDD for CTSNDRP (Restore and Repeat)
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Figure 7: Final network of Example 3

partner. A description of the instance generation process is presented in Section 7.1. A description
of the different operational scenarios we considered in order to assess savings potentials is pre-
sented in Section 7.2. Section 7.3 benchmarks the performance of DDD with a MIP solver. Finally,655

Section 7.4 presents an analysis of savings potential associated with different routing strategies.
From a computational perspective, we note that all experiments were conducted on a server

running Linux, Ubuntu 20.04.2 LTS, equipped with an Intel Xeon Gold 6230 @ 2.10GHz. The
algorithm is implemented in Java and calls the CPLEX 20.1.0 MIP solver with 0.01% relative MIP
gap tolerance and all the other parameters left at default values. The Java virtual machine was run660

with a 2GB memory limit and a time limit of 2 hours.

7.1 Instance generation

The instances used in the computational study represent a network with 6 suppliers, 4 hubs, and 291
geographical delivery points scattered around France. The physical location of each site (supplier,
hub, delivery point) is known, as are the time at which each location opens. Furthermore, all665

carrier trucks are 33 pallets semi-trailers (the standard in Europe). The industrial partner provided
cost information regarding specific sets of inbound routes from suppliers to hubs, outbound routes
from hubs to delivery points, inter-hub routes, and direct delivery routes. These routes were
complemented with other routes that were generated based on the patterns explained in Section 3
and their costs were computed in agreement with information provided by the industrial partner.670

Lastly, the industrial partner also provided data regarding the cost and duration of transfer activities
at hubs.

The historical data represents one year of operation and contains more than 33,000 orders. We
model each order as a distinct commodity. To generate instances, we partitioned the historical
data by week. Then, for a given week, we randomly sampled orders that originated in that week675

to define commodities. In the initial historical data, each facility may only be open during certain
hours on each day but the earliest available times (ek) or latest delivery times (lk) for orders are
not provided. These times are computed as follows. The earliest available time of each order ek is
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randomly set to a time during which the corresponding supplier is known to be open. The latest
due time of each order lk is set to be the latest delivery date according to an approximation of the680

travel duration from the supplier to the delivery point and the opening times of the delivery point.
Ultimately, 37 instances were generated. The number of commodities in these instances range

from 9 to 102. The quantity of each commodity varies between 1 and 33 pallets with a standard
deviation of 10.94, 50% of the commodities have fewer than 6 pallets and 75% of the commodities
have fewer than 19 pallets.685

7.2 Operational scenarios

To understand the savings potential of the different routing strategies allowed by the CTSNDRP,
we define a base scenario, denoted B, which corresponds to practices regularly employed by our
industrial partner. Costs incurred in this operational scenario serve as a basis for comparison in
our analysis.690

In scenario B, each inbound route of type P-H goes from one pick-up point to one hub. There
are inter-hub routes of type H-H between each pair of hubs and each inter-hub route contains two
hubs. The allocation of delivery points is fixed: each delivery point is allocated to it nearest hub.
Each outbound route can visit at most three sites, among which two are delivery points. Outbound
routes are of type H-D or H-D-D.695

We compare the costs from solving instances of the CTSNDRP constructed to reflect scenario B
with the following operational scenarios. Each of the following scenarios augment Scenario B with
additional routing options as follows.

• Scenario D : Is Scenario B but where we also allow commodities to be shipped directly from
their pick-up point to their delivery point using routes of type P-D.700

• Scenario MS (multi-sourcing): Is Scenario B but where we additionally allow a delivery point
to receive goods from any of the existing hubs in the network. In this scenario, outbound
routes of type H-D and H-D-D contain all combinations from hubs to delivery points and
each route contains at most two delivery points. These routes must also be valid according
to carrier constraints.705

• Scenario PDR: Is Scenario B but where routes are allowed to visit different types of facilities.
Namely, we consider additional routes of the form P-H-H and P-P-H, and pick-up-and-delivery
routes of the form P-H-D.

We also tested combinations of different scenarios, which we note with a plus (+) sign. For example,
MS+PDR+D is the combination of scenarios MS, PDR and D, in which there are multiple hubs710

supplying a single delivery point (as in scenario MS), routes visiting several types of facilities (as
in PDR) and direct deliveries (as in D).

7.3 Performance analysis

To benchmark the performance of the adapted DDD algorithm, we constructed a complete network
(denoted CN) as follows. Between the preprocessed earliest and latest starting time of each715

route, the route is copied at each time point. Each commodity origin node is connected to all the
route copies that can visit the origin node at the earliest available time of the commodity onward.
Similarly, for each route that can visit the destination node of a commodity, there is a route copy
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that is connected to the destination node no later than the latest due time of the commodity.
Transfers at hubs are always allowed, as long as the transfer duration is enough. We solved the720

resulting instance of the CTSNDRP on CN using CPLEX.
For these experiments, the memory allocated to CPLEX was increased to 6GB when solving

the CN. Table 1 compares solving the CN with CPLEX to the DDD-based algorithm. In this table,
for each method (CPLEX, DDD), the column nbFeas contains the number of instances for which
the method could produce a feasible solution. The column nbOpt contains the number of instances725

for which the method could produce a provably optimal solution. The column avgGap contains the
average optimality gap reported at termination by each method while column avgT contains the
average time to termination for each method. Finally, the column UBGap contains the difference in
percentage between the objective function value of the DDD solution and the solution produced by
CPLEX. We note UBGap is only reported for instances for which CPLEX could produce a feasible730

solution.

Scenario
CPLEX DDD avg

nbFeas nbOpt avgGap avgT nbFeas nbOpt avgGap avgT UBGap

B 34 2 13.9% 6776 37 27 1.2% 2819 3.3%
D 34 4 12.4% 6389 37 28 1.0% 2394 2.9%
MS 28 3 24.9% 6515 37 19 5.5% 4043 19.9%
MS+D 29 3 24.3% 6547 37 19 4.4% 4117 15.8%
PDR 30 3 15.9% 6519 37 17 3.3% 4697 3.2%
PDR+D 29 3 16.2% 6496 37 22 2.9% 3773 4.7%
MS+PDR 20 3 33.2% 6326 37 7 10.4% 6056 48.3%
MS+PDR+D 20 3 24.8% 6261 37 10 10.0% 5548 15.6%

Average 29.25 3.00 20.70% 6,478.63 37.00 18.63 4.84% 4,180.88 14.21%

Table 1: Performance analysis - comparison with CPLEX

We see that the proposed DDD-based algorithm outperforms CPLEX in multiple ways. First,
it finds a feasible solution for every instance while CPLEX does not. Second, it produces far more
provably optimal solutions. Third, it produces solutions that are of provably higher quality, and
in less time. In scenarios MS+PDR and MS+PDR+D, CPLEX could not find a feasible solution735

for 17 instances because the memory limit was reached. Compared to CPLEX, the UBGap of the
most difficult scenario MS+PDR is 48.3%. We conclude from these results that the proposed DDD
algorithm outperforms the benchmark CPLEX.

To further improve the performance of the DDD algorithm on an instance reflecting one of the
more difficult scenarios, MS+PDR and MS+PDR+D, we first executed DDD for two hours on that740

instance, but for an easier scenario (PDR, PDR+D) to derive an initial solution. We then executed
DDD for two hours for the actual scenario, albeit warm-started with the initial solution from the
easier scenario. The results from using this warm start solution are reported in Table 2.

We see that with the warm start, DDD is able to prove optimality for more instances and
produce solutions of provably high-quality for instances it can not solve without a warm start.745

7.4 Result analysis

In this section, we study the savings potential of solutions derived from solving instances of the
proposed model that are constructed to represent different operational scenarios. To do so, we com-
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Scenario
Without warm-start With warm-start

nbFeas nbOpt avgGap avgT UBGap nbFeas nbOpt avgGap avgT UBGap
MS+PDR 37 7 10.4% 6056 48.3% 37 11 6.4% 5626 52.6%

MS+PDR+D 37 10 10.0% 5548 15.6% 37 11 6.4% 5313 16.8%
Average 37 8.50 10.20% 5,802.00 31.95% 37 11 6.40% 5,469.50 34.70%

Table 2: Warm-starting DDD with solutions from easier scenarios

pare the cost and characteristics of the solution in different operational scenarios to give managerial
insights.750

To estimate the savings potential of different routing and consolidation configurations in the
network, we compare the cost of instances under scenarios D, MS and PDR with the base scenario
B. We calculate the relative gap as the objective value in scenario X minus the objective value in
scenario B divided by the objective value in scenario B using the formula below:

gap =
objX − objB

objB
.

Table 3 reports the mean, minimum and maximum values of this gap.

Scenario average reduction min reduction max reduction

B vs D 22.0% 12.2% 30.9%
B vs MS 8.4% 4.7% 12.3%
B vs PDR 18.3% 11.4% 27.1%

Table 3: Average, min, max cost reductions achieved individually by the various practices.

We see that allowing more flexibility in the routing strategy can significantly reduce the total
cost. Among the three scenarios (D, MS and PDR), allowing direct shipping (scenario D) gives the
most reduction of total cost with an average of 22.0%, followed by visiting several types of facilities
in the same route (scenario PDR) with an average of 18.3% and lastly by relaxing single sourcing755

constraints (scenario MS), with an average of 8.4%.
To understand why there are cost reductions, Figure 8 shows the breakdown of total costs by

different types of routes under each of the operational scenarios and, Figure 9 shows the number
of times that each types of route has been used in the solution. Note that the costs and route
counts reported for scenarios MS+PDR and MS+PDR+D in these two figures are those obtained760

by DDD when warm-started. In Figure 8, the total height of each bar shows the total cost, which
is composed of fixed route costs of various types of routes and variable transfer cost of category
“Var” in the figure. Similarly, in Figure 9, the total height of each bar shows the total number of
routes of all types used in this scenario. In both figures, the total value of each scenario are marked
on top of each bar.765

In general, direct shipping (P-D) is taken advantage of when allowed, which results in lower
total costs and fewer routes used in each category.

Under scenario MS, more commodities are consolidated in the same inbound (P-H) and out-
bound (H-D or H-D-D) routes, which is reflected by the fact that the number of inbound (P-H)
and outbound (H-D or H-D-D) routes stays almost the same in Figure 9, while there is a significant770
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reduction in inbound (P-H) and inter-hub (H-H) route costs, but an increase in outbound route
costs of type H-D-D because some of the commodities might have to travel longer.

In scenarios PDR and MS+PDR, transfers are also included in dual routes of the form P-H-H
and P-H-D. As can be seen by Figure 9, there is a significant dual usage of pick-up-and-delivery
routes P-H-D in scenarios PDR and MS+PDR. Compared to scenario B, the combined usage of775

dual routes P-H-H, P-H-D and more flexible inbound routes P-P-H helps to reduce the inbound
and outbound (P-H and H-D) route costs, and inter-hub (H-H) route costs, resulting in a reduction
in the total costs. There is not much use of dual routes P-H-H, potentially because the quantity of
each commodity in the instances is quite small and routes P-H and H-H can better serve these.

The combined scenarios with MS+PDR enable greater savings than the two independent sce-780

narios MS and PDR, but are more difficult to solve than one single scenario, due to huge number of
initial routes added to the route-expanded network during the solution. However, Figure 9 shows
that the total number of routes used in scenario MS+PDR is still smaller than all the other sce-
narios, indicating further possible reductions in costs if the performance of the algorithm can be
improved even more to deal with large numbers of routes.785

The most efficient practice seems to be to allow direct shipping. When direct shipping is
allowed, the impact of multiple sourcing and pick-up-and-delivery routes (dual usage) is less. This
observation could be due to the fact that all the points in the network are within France, and each
two points can be reached within one day of drive. If opportunities of consolidation are limited, it
is better to ask for a direct delivery. In case no direct shipping is possible, allowing flexible dual790

routing options can achieve the same effect.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an integrated service network design and routing problem that models
various routing options that have not yet been considered in the literature. The problem is modeled
on a route-time expanded network with a star structure for transfers. One advantage of this795

modeling is that complex routing cost calculations are separated from the decision process, so it
is easy to integrate other types of routing options. We presented an adaptation of the Dynamic
Discretization Discovery (DDD) algorithm and proved its correctness. We conducted a case study
using data derived from the operations of an industrial partner operating a logistics network in
France. Numerical results show that flexible routing strategies such as direct shipping or using800

routes combining pick-up and delivery sites can significantly reduce costs. To a lesser extent,
allowing hubs to serve different delivery points can also reduce the total costs.

This work suggests multiple future research directions. Because the decision of routing and
timing is closely linked, when adding new timed copies, it is difficult to say which timing is the
best. In each iteration, solving the SNDR defined on the partially expanded network is costly in805

computing time, especially when instances get larger and when routing options are more compli-
cated. This is mainly because the combinations of possible consolidations becomes very large with
more orders to deliver and more routes to consider. Currently, we use predefined routes in the
solution process and the number of sites visited by each route is limited to three. This number
is quite realistic with respect to the professional practices of long-distance transportation. In the810

future, it might be interesting to integrate routing into the solution process, generating routes as in
column generation. During the execution of the DDD algorithm, the partially route-time-expanded
network is constructed carefully so that the infeasiblity only comes from the timing of the routes.
Future research could investigate whether it is possible to expand the network not only by time
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but also by route, by allowing infeasible routes initially, dynamically discover infeasible commodity815

path and adding more routes to remove these infeasible paths during the solution process.
From a practical point of view, this more agile and flexible network organization can bring huge

savings to logistics and transport companies. This study can be extended in different ways. It would
be interesting to consider other types of costs such as energy or environmental considerations, given
the fact that it is very easy to integrate other cost structures with the route model in this study.820

How to handle the uncertainty met during the transportation process is another topic to study in the
future. In practice, a delivery point can order different parts from different suppliers and ask them
to be delivered at the same delivery route, how to handle this synchronization requirements with
the route-time-expanded network is also a point to consider in the future. Under the development
of the Internet of Things technologies, we would have detailed data about the location and the825

duration of travel of each carrier. In the future, we can also develop a model with route generation
and carrier side constraints such as driving working hours, maximum number of sites visited in
the route and other driver working regulations. Other applications consider limited capacities at
hubs. He et al. [2022] consider a limit on the number of vehicles that can be loaded and unloaded
simultaneously at a hub in a city logistics context. They integrate this limit in a DDD algorithm,830

and this could be further investigated in the SNDRP as defined in our paper.

Appendix A Notation Tables

symbol meaning
D the set of delivery points
P the set of pick-up points
H the set of hubs
K the set of commodities
ok the pick-up point of commodity k
dk the delivery point of commodity k
ek the earliest available time of commodity k
lk the latest available time of commodity k
qk the quantity of commodity k
ch transfer cost per unit at hub h
σh transfer duration at hub h
G the directed graph for the physical network
N the set of nodes in graph G
A the set of arcs in graph G
τij travel duration on arc (i, j)
cij cost for each unit transported on arc (i, j)
R the set of pre-defined transportation routes
N r the set of nodes traversed by route r
Ar the set of arcs traversed by route r
Qr the capacity in terms of units of products of route r
cr the fixed cost of route r

Table 4: Notations for problem settings in Section 3
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symbol meaning
GR route-expanded network
NR the set of nodes in the route-expanded network
AR the set of arcs in the route-expanded network
(i, r) ∈ NR a route copy for route r visiting physical node i
(h,−1) ∈ NR a central hub node for hub h
(ok,−1) ∈ NR an origin node of commodity k
(dk,−1) ∈ NR a destination node of commodity k
((i, r), (j, r)) ∈ AR a routing arc from physical node i to j on route r
((h, r), (h,−1)) or ((h,−1), (h, r)) ∈ AR a transfer arc at hub h
((ok,−1), (ok, r)) ∈ AR a pick-up arc for commodity k by route r
((dk, r), (dk,−1)) ∈ AR a delivery arc for commodity k by route r

Table 5: Notations for route-expanded network

symbol meaning
GR,T route-time-expanded network
NR,T the set of nodes in route-time-expanded network
AR,T the set of arcs in route-time-expanded network
NOD ⊂ NR,T the set of timed copies of origin/destination of each commodity
NΩ ⊂ NR,T the set of timed route copies
NH ⊂ NR,T the set of timed central hub nodes
Ap ⊂ AR,T the set of transportation arcs or timed copies of routing arcs
Af ⊂ AR,T the set of timed transfer arcs
Al ⊂ AR,T the set of linking arcs or timed copies of pick-up and delivery arcs
Ah ⊂ AR,T the set of holding arcs at hubs
T the set of time points
T(i,r) the set of time points of a node (i, r) in the route-expanded network
Ω the set of timed copies of all timed route copies
Ω(r) the set of timed copies of route r
ω ∈ Ω(r) a timed copy of route r
aωt1t2i1i2

binary parameter equal to 1 if ω goes from node i1 at time t1 to node i2 at time
t2

τ̂ij general travel duration from node i to node j in the route-time-expanded net-
work

(i, r, t) general representation of a node in the route-time-expanded network

Table 6: Notations in route-time-expanded network
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